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Features
 HD Resolution

 1080p at 25fps

 Low light 0.02 Lux  
 (Sens-up)

 Dual Voltage, 12V DC,    
 24V AC

 Digital 64x Zoom

 Privacy Masking

 Wide Dynamic Range

 Anti Vandal

 Internal Wiring

Specification

1/3” 2.1 Megapixel

1080p 25fps / 

720p 50fps

2.8-11mm Varifocal Lens

0.02 Lux (Sens-up)

64x Digital Zoom

+50dB S/N Ratio

1V p-p 75 ohms

12V DC 150mA 

24V AC 120mA

On Screen Menu

Privacy Masking

IP66

Dia 124mm

Base Dia 144mm

Options Available

PART CODE DESCRIPTION

CAM320 HD Camera

CAM325 HD Camera with bracket

CAM610 Bracket Only

All specifications are approximate. NiteDevil.com reserves the right 
to change any product specifications or features without notice. 
Whilst every effort is made to ensure that these instructions are 
complete and accurate, NiteDevil.com cannot be held responsible 
in any way for any losses, no matter how they arise, from errors 
or omissions in these instructions, or the performance or non-
performance of the equipment that these instructions refer to.

The new CAM320 is based around our best selling analogue dome so it makes a good 
choice for any installer looking to step into the HD market.

It has a  great design that makes it easy to mount indoors or outdoors on a wall, ceiling 
or even on a swan neck bracket. It has superb NiteDevil and new MIRs technology so it 
performs fantastically well in low light and IR light.

It is easy to install as all the camera connections are inside the dome case itself so there 
are no awkward fly leads to hide and it even boasts an extra SD output so you can set it up 
and test it with your existing analogue test monitor.

And finally of course it uses 1080P @25FPS HD  resolution for broadcast quality images so 
your customer will be thrilled with the results.
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NiteDevil™ HD Wide Dynamic Dome

Other Products To Consider

Dome 
with bracket 

CAM325 

For more information on NiteDevil see the 
online tip 264 at nitedevil.com   264

CAM320

Visit the user friendly site: 
www.nitedevil.com
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1  Focus Adjustment

Adjust the focus after adjusting the 
zoom to get the perfect picture.

2  HD Video Out

Internal BNC connection 
means all your wiring 
remains inside the dome.

3  Joystick

Use the joystick 
to navigate the 
camera’s OSD menu.

5  Zoom Adjustment

Adjust the zoom in/
out of the camera by 
unlocking this screw.

6  Tilt Axis

Unlock the side screws to tilt 
the camera up and down.

7  Rotational Axis

Turn this to rotate the 
camera’s output image so that 
it is correct on the monitor.

8  Left-Right Axis

Simply unlock these screws 
to adjust the left-right 
orientation of the camera.

9  Connection Block

Spring lock connections for 
easy wiring. All wiring can 
be done inside the dome.4  Test Output

This handy Composite 
Video Output means you 
don’t even need to come 
down the ladder to test 
your setup!

144mm

What’s inside the NiteDevil HD Dome...


